GLOBAL SPOTLIGHT REPORT # 10 ---- Responding to the New IPCC Report
INTRODUCTION
In Climate Scorecard’s Spotlight Report #10, Climate Scorecard Country Managers offer
recommendations for how their countries can best respond to the recommendations of
the IPCC Report issued in October 2018.
According to a new Report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), “Only drastic and immediate action can prevent more than 1.5 degrees of
warming.” The consequences of exceeding that threshold are staggering: the demise of
coral reefs, the end of summer Arctic sea ice, and potentially billions of people, animals
and plants exposed to deadly heat waves, food and water shortages, and extreme
weather.
The Report was approved by the IPCC on October 8, 2018. It includes citations from
over 6,000 scientific references and is the result of contributions from thousands of
expert and government reviewers worldwide. Ninety-one authors and review editors
from 40 countries prepared the IPCC report in response to an invitation from the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) when it adopted the
Paris Agreement in 2015.
“The Report casts a spotlight on the importance of the cyclical Paris Agreement process
of taking action, reviewing progress, and strengthening action”, says David Waskow of
the World Resources Institute. "The report really underscores the critical need to take
action as soon as possible. We need to cut emissions roughly in half globally by 2030,"
he says, "and the report says we're not there yet." https://psmag.com/environment/
cop24-will-the-united-nations-dire-climate-report-light-a-fire-under-negotiators-ipcc
For our Spotlight Report #10, Climate Scorecard asked our Country Managers, who
cover the status of emission reduction programs in leading greenhouse gas emitting
countries, for their recommendations regarding actions their countries can take to help
respond to the recent IPCC Report. Each Country Manager submitted a
recommendation and he or she rated the feasibility of implementing that
recommendation using Climate Scorecard’s 4-star rating system:

****
***
**
*

is a Good Move that moves a country forward
is headed in the Right Direction but requires further effort
is standing still, neither advancing or limiting emissions
is for an activity that leads to a country falling behind.

A Summary of their recommendations and ratings follows:
Australia: A Transition Plan for Australia’s Coal Industry **
Brazil: An Increased Effort to Combat Deforestation of the Amazon *
Canada: Adopt Stronger Emission Reduction Targets, Outputs, and Tracking Processes
***
China: A New Renewable Energy Quota System and Green License Program ***
European Union: A Clean Planet for All
France: A Carbon Fee and Dividend Program ***
Germany: Energy Policy Improvements
India: Make Improvements in 2018 Draft National Forest Policy *
Indonesia: Reforest Cleared Peatlands **
Japan: Create Incentives for J-Credit System **
Russia: Implement the National Ecology Project ***
Saudi Arabia: Strengthen Renewable Energy Policy ****
South Africa: Pass the South Africa Climate Change Bill **
Spain: Solaria: A Proposed New Energy Policy for Spain ***
Turkey: Decrease Turkey’s Energy Intensity and Strengthen Its Energy Efficiency
Standards ***
United Kingdom: A Policy to Support Micro-grids ***
United States: Reinstate the Clean Power Plan **

Country Reports
AUSTRALIA
Spotlight Recommendation: A Transition Plan for Australia’s Coal Industry
The new IPCC report into 1.5 degrees of global warming made headlines across
Australia the day it was released. The message was that we face a stark choice: accept
the recommendations of the report and limit global warming to 1.5 degrees or lose the
Great Barrier Reef, one of the world’s largest and most diverse coral reef systems.
Disappointingly, politicians from the governing conservative party chose to downplay the
report, scoff at the recommendations or simply lie about the risk posed to the Reef.
A key recommendation from the IPCC was that coal-fired power must be completely
phased out worldwide by 2050 to stand a chance of keeping global warming to 1.5
degrees. Coal remains one of Australia’s key exports and contributes the vast majority
of our generated electricity—there are also suspicions that politicians in the governing
party are unduly influenced by donations from fossil fuel companies. Despite numerous
polls showing the Australian public wants to transition away from coal power and invest
more in clean energy technologies, federal politicians continue to stymie any efforts to
decarbonise Australia’s energy sector. Dire warnings from IPCC scientists that this will
result in the loss of Australia’s premier natural wonder has done little to shift this reality.
Australia desperately needs to plan for an orderly transition away from coal-fired power.
Just this week the country’s leading union for mining workers has publicly called for the
Australian government to implement a transition plan that re-deploys coal workers into
other sectors (especially clean energy) and ensures we are ready for a complete
shutdown of coal power by 2050—in line with the recommendations of the IPCC report.
Also this week, the state government of New South Wales announced a modest but
important fund would be set up to help the state transition to renewable power. This
move is timely—70% of the state’s current coal power is set to be retired by 2035. Most
Australian energy companies have indicated they are planning for coal power to be
significantly curtailed by 2050 due to power plant retirements (with zero planned
additions to the coal fleet), but measures to re-deploy workers or move wholesale to
clean energy technologies are sporadic. The impetus for such transition needs to come
from a government level through policy.

!
Australia’s emissions trajectories to 2030. It is quite clear a lot more work is
needed for Australia to reach its current 26% target (black line to the right), let
alone hope to meet the recommendations of the IPCC report (the purple line to
the right). Phasing out coal power by 2050 will go a significant way to achieving
the second goal.
Policy Likelihood: ** Significant hurdles to overcome
The current conservative government has made no indications it accepts coal power will
be significantly reduced in Australia by 2050, despite the plans of energy companies.
There is even talk of underwriting new coal generation, or indemnifying new coal plants
against a future (and inevitable) price on carbon emissions. Given their hostility towards
union movements—who are now at the forefront of the movement to transition
Australian coal communities away from the industry—it is unlikely they will ever be
interested in planning for a just, orderly transition.
The government’s main opposition is the Labor Party. Although Labor MPs have been
talking about the need for a just transition for twelve months there is little policy
framework to show for it. The Labor Party is still to come out against the planned Adani
mega coal mine and its national leaders carefully tiptoe around the issue of shuttering
the coal power industry to try and prevent alienating their traditional working-class
voters. At a local government level, the state Labor government in the Northern Territory
is seriously considering opening up the region for fracking, which would catastrophically
raise Australia’s carbon emissions.
But in other states the Labor Party is leading the way on transition. Although defeated in
an election this year, the state Labor Party of South Australia worked with activist
groups to transition the coal community of Port Augusta to clean energy, and invested
significantly in decarbonising the state’s electricity supply. The Labor Party in Victoria -

with an election just a few weeks away - committed to establishing an electric vehicle
factory in the Latrobe Valley, a region dependent on the ailing coal industry for survival.
Workers from a coal power plant that closed last year will have first access to the jobs
on offer at the new EV factory. Local citizens welcomed the news, but reminded the
Labor Party that more investment is needed to fully transition their communities off the
coal industry.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:
Dear Mr. Shorten,
We write to you because your Party—unlike the current Coalition government—has
made serious noises about planning & implementing a just transition policy to reduce
Australia’s use of coal-fired electricity to zero by 2050. We know this is not only
possible, but absolutely necessary if we are to save the Great Barrier Reef from total
wipeout. The loss of the Reef will be devastating to the entire state of Queensland,
taking with it a thriving tourist industry and damaging many local economies beyond
repair. We thank you and your Party for taking the warnings of IPCC scientists seriously,
and hope your actions can put us in line to keep global warming to 1.5 degrees.
We implore you to heed the CFMEU and other major unions by committing to a
transition plan for coal communities across Australia. Not only is there an environmental
imperative to closing coal power, but economists and the major energy companies all
agree that the use of coal for electricity is in terminal decline in Australia and we need to
know what comes next. To not plan for what comes next for these workers, their families
and their communities would be a great disservice, especially when Australia has so
many opportunities in the clean technology sector to take advantage of. Re-deploying
and re-skilling workers to be part of a renewable energy revolution makes sense on so
many levels, and it will put us in a fantastic position to meet our Paris targets and then
some. We may even stand a chance of limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees.
Please follow in the steps of your state counterparts by working with community groups
to plan for a just transition. Already in South Australia and Victoria we’ve seen great
policy initiatives and great examples of government working with private industries. With
your leadership at a federal level other states will be encouraged to set up similar
schemes, and there’s the possibility to pass legislation in Canberra that will bring
Australia into a clean energy future. This isn’t about shutting down industries or
shuttering economic progress: climate action and creating a bright new future for coal
communities goes hand in hand.
Contact:
Leader of the Labor Party the Hon. Bill Shorten MP
Suite 1A, 12 Hall Street
Moonee Ponds, VIC, 3039
Telephone: (03) 9326 130, (02) 6277 4022

E: Bill.Shorten.MP@aph.gov.au
@billshortenmp
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard Australia Country Manager Julian
Atchison: Contact Julian@climatescorecard.org
BRAZIL
Spotlight Recommendation: Increase Efforts to Combat Deforestation in the
Amazon
The IPCC released a Report last October that warns there is a need for urgent
measures to reduce the pace of climate change. Regarding Brazil, it means that the
need for negative emissions automatically increases the importance of combating
Amazon deforestation and the promotion of large-scale reforestation initiatives aimed at
increasing carbon storage. Forests can store carbon from the atmosphere, a key issue
for climate change.
It is a growing concern that the Amazon and other areas of tropical forests are at risk
due to the increasing need to store carbon. We have to 100% stop the deforestation of
tropical areas. Stopping forest destruction is the cheapest and most efficient way to
reduce emissions and bring major benefits. It is easier and cheaper, for example, to
change the energy structure of a country and, moreover, also support the global need
for increased carbon storage.
Deforestation is basically a matter of legislation and enforcing that legislation. This
leaves Brazil in a delicate situation, since in the last four years deforestation has
increased from 5 thousand km² to 8 thousand km². We need to remember from Climate
Scorecard’s latest posts that Brazil has been favoring the expansion of agricultural
activities, and that President-elected Jair Bolsonaro continues to signal the weakening
of environmental agencies in his government, which starts on January 2019.
Rating and Analysis: * Falling Behind
The next president of Brazil will have the mission to reduce by 43% the Brazilian
emissions by 2030. This can only be done by fighting hard against the deforestation of
the Amazon. Facing climate change is a moral obligation for the survival of Brazilians,
both now and for the future. However, Jair Bolsonaro seems to ignore the effects of
global warming and Brazil's responsibility in reducing CO2 emissions.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:

To the Mission of Brazil to the United Nations.
In Brazil, political and business leaders have a duty to broaden the commitments
already made with the global community and take the necessary measures to protect us
from the impacts that are already being felt, such as prolonged severe droughts and
record storms. In addition to accelerating the transition to a 100% clean and renewable
energy matrix, the country has the challenge to revolutionize the agricultural sector—
which accounts for about 70% of the Brazilian emissions. This includes reducing the
number of cattle, the use of fertilizers, and the deforestation of new areas, and bringing
develop and land use to a sustainable level.
Contact:
Mission of Brazil to the United Nations
Tel: +1-212-372-2600
E-mail: distri.delbrasonu@itamaraty.gov.br
Address: 747 3rd Avenue, 9th floor, 10017, New York, NY
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard Brazil Country Manager Rafael
Nogueira: Contact Rafael@climatescorecard.org
CANADA
Spotlight Recommendation: Need for Stronger Emissions Reduction Targets,
Outputs and Tracking Processes
A new report issued October 8 in Korea by the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), as part of the Paris Agreement, is based on 6,000 scientific
studies collated by 91 authors and editors from 40 countries. Visit http://www.ipcc.ch/
report/sr15/. Beyond 2030, the report warns, allowing the planet to warm a full 2°C,
could have devastating consequences. It explicitly states reducing emissions over the
next 12 years is critical for warming to maintain a maximum of 1.5°C to avert
accelerated risks of acute heat waves, wildfires, drought, sea level rise, and large-scale
poverty expected at 2°C. Emissions must be cut by 45% between 2010 and 2030 and
hit net zero in 2050. Current NDCs and projects under the Paris Agreement won’t limit
global warming to 1.5ºC, even if ambitions increase after 2030.
Catherine Abreau, ED of Climate Action Network Canada, also Climate Action NetworkInternational’s Head of Delegation at the IPCC meeting, is pleased the report identifies
that time and means are still there to limit a global temperature rise to 1.5°C with strong
international cooperation and resource deployment to vulnerable communities. The
report confirms that the problem is deployment of fossil fuels, and the solution is to
invest in energy efficiency and energy sources outside fossil fuels.
Canadian MPs spent their first day in Parliament after the IPCC report was share
debating the perils of climate change but we need stronger action. The Pan-Canadian
Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change (PCFCGCC) (2016) is our high-level

plan to meet emission targets. The majority of provincial premiers approved the
Framework. To encompass IPCC’s guidance so as not to surpass 1.5°C, we need
higher targets than our existing international climate commitments, to stop fossil fuel
expansion, reach a 100% renewable energy economy that respects Indigenous,
northern and coast communities’ rights, and plan a just transition to maintain Canadian
prosperity and jobs. Many policies and measures in the Framework are scalable to
enable increasing ambition over time, however, there is greater recognition that 2°C is
dangerous and the need to act is now.
Canada’s commitment to the Paris Agreement – http://publications.gc.ca/collections/
collection_2017/eccc/En4-294-2016-eng.pdf
Activity Rating: *** Right Direction
Canada’s policy is comprehensive but requires more fine tuning by staff to ensure we
know when our emissions strategy will be achieved and a clear roadmap for reaching
our goals.
Take Action: To request action supporting the IPCC report, please contact your
provincial premier, with the following message:
Dear Premier,
To achieve the IPCC report recommendations, Canada needs to cut its annual
emissions almost in half from current levels within 12 years instead of our existing 30%
target below 2005 levels by 2030. The report finds that limiting global warming to 1.5°C
requires “rapid and far-reaching” transitions in land, energy, industry, buildings,
transport, and cities. The PCFCGCC is our toolbox. Experts have said our current
climate plans, even with carbon pricing, energy efficiencies, renewable sources and
technological innovations, will not get Canada to its existing goal. We need stronger
targets, outputs and tracking processes to ensure good progress is made.
Contact: Your province’s premier:
http://www.canadaspremiers.ca/contact-a-premier/ (addresses and emails are listed) or
Council of the Federation Secretariat (to pass information on to premiers at)
Suite 630, 360 Albert Street
Ottawa, Ontario, K1R 7X7
Phone: 613 563-4066 Fax: 613 563 4068
Executive Director: Loretta O'Connor, MBA
Email: Loretta@canadaspremiers.ca
For more information, please email Climate Scorecard Canadian Country Manager:
Diane Szoller at Canada@climatescorecard.org
CHINA

Spotlight Recommendation: Renewable Energy Quota System and Green License
Program
On March 23, 2018, Chinese National Energy Administration officially set up the policy
of using a renewable energy quota system in all its twenty-three provinces and four
province-level municipalities. The setting up of the renewable energy quota system
ensures that a certain proportion of the energy consumption in each province has to be
renewable energy, whether it is powered by wind, water or solar energy by 2020. The
goals for the quota are calculated and set up by national energy consumption experts.
The renewable energy quota system assessed different goals for different provinces.
Sichuan province, for example, is given a goal of 91%. This means that ninety-one
percent of energy used in Sichuan should come from renewable energy. Interestingly,
the goals vary hugely among the provinces. Shandong is the province that has the
lowest goal of all the provinces. Only 8.5% energy is required as renewable energy. This
is due to the fact that Shandong is the biggest coal producer province in China. The
cost of producing electricity through coal burning is the lowest among the country, which
explains the relatively low level of the goal.
Apart from the overall goal on the proportion of energy that is from renewable energy in
general; the second part of the quota system set up the goal that within the renewable
energy section, a certain proportion of the energy has to be from renewable energy that
is not water and wind generated energy. This requirement further promotes renewable
energy produced by photovoltaic, from geothermal energy or through bio-generated
ways.
Along with the renewable energy quota system, China released its Green Energy
License. At the end of each year, the energy use for each province would be calculated.
Provinces that outperformed the goal could obtained a green license that record the
excess amount of energy that is produced by renewables. The amount recorded in the
green license is tradable through provinces. If some provinces didn’t fulfill their goal,
they could purchase them from the provinces that have the green license.
Launching the renewable quota system will definitely contribute to meeting the goals
listed in IPCC. It will lower the energy emission from coal or oil burning and will
gradually decarbonized the electricity sector. It also greatly promotes the use of
renewable energy in China. However, there are many ways that the quota system could
be improved. First, the difference in standards for different provinces is reasonable but
questionable. Sichuan province for example, has the highest goal among all other
provinces. This is mainly because the fact that the famous Three Georges Bay is there.
This means that the goal doesn’t really tell us how much more each province is working
towards renewables. A goal that’s set by how much more to improve rather than on how
much it should be would be more encouraging. Second, the proposed Green License
Program is questionable because it discourages some provinces from hitting the goal.
Coal and oil generated energy is about ¥269 lower per kkwh compared to energy
generated by renewables. For coal-producing provinces, there is a high profit margin for

them to use the energy from coal to generate profits. Then, they can use part of the
profit to purchase green license from other provinces. Therefore, it would be more
efficient if the Program does not allow renewable energy to be traded. In this way can
we really ensure that renewable energy is encouraged across China!
Activity Rating: *** Right Direction
The renewable energy quota does help provinces in China to work towards a greener
energy using society. The goals set by the system are feasible for sure as they are
based on the status quo of each province. It would be, however, more efficient if the
goal set is based on the amount of renewable energy that is increased by each province
and also that the new Green License Program does not allow for the trading of
renewable energy. However, overall we can really see that, with these new programs,
China is working towards a more sustainable future.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:
Dear National Energy Administration Policy Makers,
Hi, we are so encouraged by the set-up of renewable energy quota system in China.
Please continue to work on how to better implement the policy! Thank you! However, we
would like to see the quota system set more ambitious goals for cutting down on the
energy that’s produced by fossil fuels. We are looking forward to seeing a greener future
in China!
Contact Information:
National Energy Administration
nea@nea.gov.cn
No.38, Yuetan South Street, West city district, Beijing
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard China Country Manager Siya Tong;
Contact Siya@climatescorecard.org
EUROPEAN UNION
Spotlight Issue: EU’s long-term strategy—A Clean Planet for All
On 28th November 2018, the European Commission voted for the implementation of a
long-term strategy—A Clean Planet for All of a net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by
2050. In order to lead global efforts towards a climate neutral economy. The
Commission’s vision involves the bulk of EU policies and can be considered a response
to the new IPCC Report and its goal of limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial age temperatures. The objective of this strategy is not to establish

targets but to build up general guidelines for stakeholders, researchers, entrepreneurs
and citizens of EU Member States. The vision looks to fostering the transition to a
climate-neutral future environment, hand in hand with a socially and economically
inclusive improvement of the quality of life for all citizens.
The Commission acknowledges the crucial necessity for the EU to accelerate the pace
of its efforts. For that, it presents five scenarios analyzing several technological routes
towards a decrease of 80% of gas emissions by 2050, a sixth scenario seeks to reach a
decrease of 90% of gas emissions by 2050, and two more scenarios towards zero
emissions by 2050.
Activity Rating: ** Standing Still
It is in Member States’ hands to suggest the draft of their National Climate and Energy
Plans to the EU by the end of this year. They will be considered in the Commission’s
long-term strategy. Moreover, there are more and more visions formulated by regions,
municipalities and private sector entities for 2050. The EU also will enlarge its
cooperation in the reduction of gas emissions to these entities.
Take Action:
You can take part to the debate that the European Commission is going to initiate in the
first half of 2019 through in Citizens Dialogues on the essential changes our economy
and society will enter in order to reach Paris Agreement’s goals.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say_en
Learn More:
“A Clean Planet for all A European strategic long-term vision for a prosperous, modern,
competitive and climate neutral economy”, European Commission, Brussels,
28.11.2018 COM (2018) 773 final
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/sites/clima/files/docs/pages/com_2018_733_en.pdf
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard EU Analyst Lise Favre
Contact Lise@climatescorecard.org
FRANCE (English)
Spotlight Recommendation: Carbon Fee & Dividend for France and the European
Union
In its National Low-Carbon Strategy, Stratégie Nationale Bas Carbone, France had set a
clear trajectory on increasing a carbon tax. However, the new government elected in
2017 decided last year to increase it even more than anticipated. As the increase is
slowly cumulating with fossil fuel price hikes, the Government faces unprecedented

mobilization against fossil fuel increase; this could have been avoided if the context had
been explained and social compensation had not been neglected. Unfortunately, the
former State Secretary to the Environmental and Social Transition (MTES - Ministre
d’Etat à la Transition Ecologique et Solidaire), Nicolas Hulot, has done a poor job on the
advocacy and enlightenment of the people, leaving them with no clue on how to face
this sudden jump in carbon tax, although it had been anticipated by the so-called
“French Elite”, now bitterly criticized for its ignorance of the real condition of
underprivileged people.
This is exactly what the Paris Agreement is designed to avoid: lack of practical
implementation due to the gap between the understanding of the problem and the lack
of means and solution awareness among the people; while greenhouse-gas-driven
climate change is a widely accepted fact among the French people, in large part thanks
to people like Nicolas Hulot, insufficient compensation and information about effective
solutions has plagued the action of all former governments and resulted in excessive
CO2 emissions in France for the past 10 years, compared to its 2020 objectives.
At this point, Climate Scorecard and partner organizations (Saving Our Planet)
recommend to French President Emmanuel Macron, recently appointed “Champion of
the Earth”, a unique title so far, to up his game and adopt a practical, aggressive
strategy to switch to a Carbon Fee & Dividend policy, similar to that recently adopted by
Canada, albeit at a much lower level than required to reach the objectives of the 2015
Paris Agreement on Climate Change. This strategy is drawn from the main conclusion of
the IPCC SR15 report published in October 2015: Worldwide Carbon Neutrality (WCN)
must be reached before 2050 in order to limit global warming to +1.5°C.
Climate Scorecard urges the French Government to adopt clear-cut low-emission
investment bonuses or a general “carbon fee and dividend” like the one adopted by
Canada a few weeks ago. The “Carbon fee & dividend” scheme has been proposed for
many years by CCL, the Citizens Climate Lobby, as a means to effectively amplify the
price signal effect of GHG emissions with a clear orientation to the benefits of such a
tax: everyone receives a dividend, i.e.. a yearly allowance, that they can spend or save
on low-carbon solution. The amount of the dividend is equal to the total sum of the tax,
minus collection fees and a large budget for education and media communication
campaigns to inform the public about the most efficient low-carbon alternatives, divided
by the number of beneficiaries (households). Companies do not receive any
compensation because they usually have more budget for choosing between fossil and
alternative energy solutions. A border compensation scheme is established to account
for the level or lack of “Carbon fee & dividend” scheme, or an equivalent carbon price
scheme, in other countries. Finally, care must be taken to offset the level of the carbon
price depending on the kind of GHG source, or worse, the exclusions on some
companies and industrial sectors, which in principle, should be eliminated in order to
ensure a fair treatment of all economic actors. In fact, a previous version of the carbon
tax in France had been repelled ten years ago by the Conseil Constitutionnel, the
French equivalent to the Supreme Court, on the grounds that too many exclusions
created an unfair treatment between taxpayers.

Activity Rating: *** Move in the Right Direction
France and the European Union can and should adopt a “Carbon Fee & Dividend”
system (CF&D), in order to decrease significantly CO2 emissions every year. Otherwise
they will miss their 2030 GHG emissions reduction objectives (-40% CO2 equivalent
with respect to 1990). A border compensation scheme and precise monitoring of carbon
tax efficiency must be implemented before 2025. The addition of the CF&D to CETA
followed by the extension to the other European countries, the US and Mexico is
recommended before 2030.
Take Action:
Write to French Republic President, Mr. Emmanuel Macron: Example of contribution
text:
“Mister President, Dear Sir,
France has trouble setting up a framework for a carbon tax: those long overdue
decisions are not yet shared by the people of Franc, who have been ill-prepared for lack
of a clear context and long-term objectives supported by short-term practical measures
for implementation of our commitments to reduce GHG emissions by 23% in 2020
compared to 1990, 50% in 2030 and 100% in 2050. As you rightly pointed out, Mister
President, on 12/12/2017 at the One Planet Summit, “we are losing this battle: this is
unacceptable”. We have noticed that in other countries, an awful lot of money, hundreds
of billions of euros, have been invested with very little effect.
You also said: “CO2 emissions are top priority”.
We certainly agree that increasing CO2 emissions is no longer an option and that this
trend must be reversed. Climate Scorecard and Saving Our Planet propose the
adoption of an EU-wide CF&D, “Carbon fee & dividend” system by 2025, to be applied
in France as early as 2020: details have been published in our Post #10 on the France
Climate Scorecard post page: https://www.climatescorecard.org/france/ Here is a short
summary:
1. Carbon tax paradigm shift: current levels and number of exclusions to the carbon
tax (Carbon Component of TICPE) defeat its purpose. France must focus more
on implementing effective carbon pricing schemes, such as a universal carbon
tax without any partial or hidden exemptions (the useless ETS must be
terminated and replaced by a European CF&D). A border compensation scheme
and precise monitoring of carbon tax efficiency have yet to be implemented.
2. Educative levels: 100 €/tCO2 by 2025, 200 €/tCO2 by 2030, 400 €/tCO2 by
2040, 1600 €/tCO2 by 2050.

3. Compensation: the public will accept and admit the consequences of such a
hefty carbon tax only if:
a. an identifiable compensation is made available to them,
b. education and information towards effective alternative solutions with
validated, unequivocal CO2 emission reduction or capture are identified.
Therefore, Climate Scorecard urges your Government to consider the implementation,
in France and in Europe, of a Carbon fee & dividend scheme, replacing the current
CCE/TICPE and ETS schemes, which have failed and are not understandable by the
general public. We consider that France is a role model for many countries, that each
lag year towards effective CO2 emission reduction may cause an irreversible change of
temperature of about +0.1°C per year, from +1.0°C in 2018. We are only 5 years away
from crossing the +1.5°C threshold forever. Therefore, our actions should be swift,
coordinated, unequivocal and effective immediately. We hope that your own services
and the Ministère de la Transition Ecologique et Solidaire will be willing to work with us
in order to redirect Climate Change Action in France and worldwide, towards more
ambitious climate goals and effective measure, such as Carbon Neutrality before 2050.
Send This Action Alert Message to:
French President Emmanuel Macron, Champion of the Earth, at:
http://www.elysee.fr/ecrire-au-president-de-la-republique/
Education organizations, NGOs and community services in your neighborhood
To contact us for more information, email Climate Scorecard French Country Manager:
Stephan Savarese at stephan@climatescorecard.org

Afin que les émissions des véhicules électriques soient les plus basses possibles, il est
impératif que le mix électrique soit décarboné et à prix modéré, comme c’est déjà le cas
en France et en Suède :
Evaluation : *** Sur la bonne voie
Augmenter les émissions de CO2 n’est pas une option durable. La France doit
maintenant obtenir des résultats tangibles et baisser sensiblement les émissions de
CO2 chaque année, notamment dans le secteur des Transports. Sinon, elle n’atteindra
pas son objectif 2020 (-23% de CO2). Un objectif vclair serait la décarbonation à 100%
des transports publics, urbains et longue distance en 2040, avec dès 2030 les lignes de
transports de passagers par trains, bus et cars.
Action pour le climat :
Ecrivez à la Secrétaire d’Etat à la Transition Ecologique et Solidaire, Madame Brune
Poirson : Exemple de contributio:

« Madame La Secrétaire d’Etat,
Certaines décisions politiques sont nécessaire pour réduire les émissions de CO2
#MakeCO2emissionsDecreasingAgain
Or, la France s’est engagée à réduire ses émissions de GES de 23% en 2020 par
rapport à 1990, 50% en 2030 et 100% en 2050. Comme le Président Macron l’avait
souligné à juste titre le 12/12/2017 au One Planet Summit, “nous sommes en train de
perdre cette bataille : c’est inacceptable”. Nous avons bien remarqué que vous placiez
régulièrement ce sujet en priorité de votre action et partageons votre volonté d’y
parvenir : les émissions de CO2 sont une priorité. Nous sommes d’avis que cela
deviendrait possible si la France profitait de son mix électrique décarboné pour
accélérer la décarbonation des transports publics, urbains et longue distance ainsi :
100% de trains, cars et bus décarbonés en France d’ici 2030, en supposant que les
centrales à charbon soient effectivement fermées avant fin 2021, comme le Président et
le Gouvernement s’y sont engagés.
Climate Scorecard encourage le Gouvernement à fixer des objectifs clairs pour les
transporteurs et les collectivités :
100% de transports terrestres décarbonés d’ici 2040
100% de transports en commun décarbonés d’ici 2030
Nous espérons également que vous et le Ministère de la Transition Ecologique et
Solidaire souhaiterez poursuivre des objectifs plus ambitieux encore pour l’Action
Climatique en France, comme par exemple la Neutralité Carbone dès 2040, au lieu de
2050. La France est l’un des rares pays capables de relever ce défi, grâce à son
avance technologique et industrielle. Climate Scorecard est à votre disposition pour
élaborer de telles solutions.
Climate Scorecard se tient à votre disposition pour une aide précise et efficace afin de
dfinir et tenir ces objectifs. Dans l’attente de votre réponse, nous soutenons votre action
pour le climat en France et dans le monde.
Avec nos salutations les plus respectueuses [Prénom Nom] »
Envoyez ce Message d’Alerte :
Ecrivez à la Secrétaire d’Etat à la Transition Ecologique et Solidaire, Madame Brune
Poirson à:
Brune.Poirson@ecologique-solidaire.gouv.fr
Ecoles, associations et organismes d’enseignement ou services sociaux
Devenez partenaires de Climate Scorecard en vous inscrivant sur :
https://www.climatescorecard.org/partners/
Pour nous contacter, envoyez un courriel au Directeur National de Climate Scorecard:
Stephan Savarese

stephan@climatescorecard.org
GERMANY
Spotlight Recommendation: Energy Policy Improvements Needed
(Energiewende)
If Germany is to meet up with the expectations of the new IPCC report, a reasonable
amount of investment should be re-directed into the improvement of the energy sector.
Efforts should be focused on energy production and consumption. On the production
side, renewable energy sources like wind and solar power should be subsidized and
subsidies on fossil fuels should be scrapped. Germany’s coal exit plan should be
implemented. The coal exit commission should compromise and agree on a coal exit
path to end the mining of the most important fossil fuel in Germany. If the coal exit
effort fails, then climate protection in Germany should be regarded as a failed
effort, as meeting its Paris Agreement pledge would be difficult. Further, regarding
nuclear power, Germany should go ahead and implement its plan to shut down
nuclear reactors by 2022.
On the consumption side Germany should focus on energy efficiency in buildings. The
buildings sector accounts for about one-third of the global energy consumption and
one-quarter of total greenhouse gases (Barclay and Irfan, 2018). To be able to lower
temperatures to 1.5oC, indoor heating and cooling demands should be reduced to
one-third by 2050. Efficient energy technologies such as double-pane glass windows
and energy saving domestic appliances should be recommended. Therefore,
renovation of old buildings and fitting them with energy efficient appliances should be a
major energy policy priority. Additionally, the transport sector should end the sale
and use of cars, trucks and buses that rely on fossil fuels as source of energy.
Instead the country should opt for electric vehicles that use renewable energy sources.
Activity Rating: ** Standing Still
Although German parliament has already debated the IPCC report, clear efforts are yet
to be discussed. Targets to be met in the short and long term are yet to be reviewed. An
article in cleanenergywire.org describes the failure of efficient buildings law and the
chaos that surrounds the coal exit commission a major roadblock. The energy efficient
buildings law proposed by Germany’s interior (BMI), economy and energy (BMWi)
ministries does not tighten energy standards for new buildings. Also, the German
government plans to postpone the deadline for the conclusion by the coal exit
commission from December to January 2019. It is not even clear that by January a
decision will be made. So far, three German federal states have requested an elaborate
plan on how affected regions will manage the coal phase-out, meaning there is still a lot
to be done.
Take Action:

To support the new IPCC report send the following message to the Federal Minister of
Economic Affairs and Energy and Minister for Environment Schulze:
We congratulate and acknowledge the parliamentary debate of the IPCC report.
However, steps need to be undertaken to reduce emissions in the energy, buildings and
transport sector. The coal exit commission should conclude its activities. Ways should
be sought that help reach a compromise with federal states in East German. Investment
on policies that develop technologies to improve renewable energy, feed-in tariffs and
investment in tax credits should be increased. Overall, efforts on coal, buildings and
cars sectors of the economy as described in this report should be hastened.
Contact:
Peter Altmaier - Federal Minister for Economic Affairs and Energy
• Web:https://www.bmwi.de/Navigation/EN/Service/Contact/contact.html
•

Email: peter.altmaier@bundestag.de

•

Scharnhorststraße 34-37, 10115 Berlin

•

Phone: +49 (0) 3018 615-0

•

Fax: +49 (0) 3018 615-7010

Svenja Schulze - Federal Minister for the Environment, Nature Conservation,
Building and Nuclear Safety, BMUB
• Address: Robert-Schuman-Platz 3, 53175 Bonn
•

Phone: +49 (0) 22899 305-0

•

Email: Klimawandel.Deutsche Anpassungsstrategie@bmub.bund.de

•

Website:http://www.bmub.bund.de/en/topics/climate-energy/climate/adaptationto-climate-change/

This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard German Country Manager
Mary Nthambi: Contact Mary@climatescorecard.org
INDIA
Spotlight Recommendation: Make Improvements in Draft Forest Policy 2018
The landmark 1.5 Degree C report of IPCC has almost put to rest the remaining climate
deniers. The Science is now clear, the world is on a fast track mode to destruction
unless unprecedented actions are taken by nations. For a country like India that has
already warmed up more than the global average, and is losing 1.5 percent of the GDP

due to climate impacts, the message is clear. It has to take drastic actions to reduce its
own carbon emissions and develop the resilience of the communities while at the same
time lead global efforts to pressure historical emitters to take accelerated actions to limit
the global warming to 1.5 Deg. C as suggested by the new IPCC report. India’s, and
other country’s, current Paris Goals are not enough.
India has great potential to respond to this crisis with the Draft Forest Policy 2018 by
recognizing the role that local and indigenous communities play in conserving and
maintaining vast stretches of natural biodiversity rich forests across the nation. This new
Forest Policy will replace the existing Forest Policy promulgated in 1988 and it should
be more progressive. The 1988 Forest Policy signified a historic shift in India’s forest
governance as it recognised the primacy of the ecological value of forests and the first
claim of tribal and other forest dwelling communities over forests. The 1988 Policy was
followed by the emancipatory Forest Rights Act (FRA), 2006, which recognised legal
rights of tribals and forest dwellers over forests. Unfortunately, the 2018 Draft Forest
Policy walks back on the gains of 1988 Forest Policy and the Forest Rights Act and
seeks to go back to a state and private sector-based forest governance. It does
recognise the challenges of “Climate Change” but its strategies have been criticised for
being tilted towards giving more power to forest bureaucracy, excluding communities
from forest governance and promoting private sector involvement through plantations of
monoculture.
If India takes the revision of its Forest Policy as an opportunity to promote inclusive and
local natural forestry, it can cater to the suggestions of the IPCC 1.5 Deg C report in
many ways. The IPCC recommends balancing land-use between sustainable
agriculture, bioenergy production, and carbon storage. Inclusive and biodiversity rich
natural forest conservation will not only help achieve this by promoting natural carbon
sinks but also by promoting social justice and equity. The IPCC report says, “social
justice and equity are core aspects of climate-resilient development pathways that aim
to limit global warming to 1.5°C.”
Climate Scorecard Rating: * Falling Behind
The Draft Forest Policy 2018 is a retrogressive, state centered policy in intent, even as
concepts like climate change and REDD+ are liberally sprinkled in the text. It is similar
in intent and purposes to the Compensatory Afforestation Funds Act, 2016 scored by us
earlier, in that it seeks to enhance the control of forest departments over forests at the
cost of communities. Given the past record of forest bureaucracy in India, there is little
hope that this exclusionary, bureaucracy centered forest policy will yield any positive
results in mitigation and adaptation of climate change, and likely will have very negative
outcomes.
The Draft Forest Policy 2018 has been given ONE STAR by the Climate Scorecard
Project because it contains strategies for climate change mitigation which are
unworkable; fails to recognise the rights of tribal and forest dweller communities of

forests; and promotes industrial plantations by the private sector that may not aid India’s
climate actions relevant to IPCC 1.5 Deg. C report recommendations.
Take Action:
We urge you to write to the Union Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change
(MoEF&CC).
Call for large scale debates on the Draft Forest Policy and invite tribal communities and
other forest dwelling communities, community forest management groups, local selfgovernment representatives, civil society members, experts in forest conservation and
tribal rights and others concerned to discuss and provide input regarding the proposed
Draft Forest Policy 2018. Ask the Minister to make the necessary changes in this Draft
Policy to ensure that the rights of tribal and other indigenous communities over the
forests and their role in planning and implementing forest conservation projects are
ensured. Also ask that the new Forest Policy provides for the protection, regeneration
and plantation of local biodiversity rich forests; that commercial monoculture is
discouraged; and that private investment in natural forests and forest lands is stopped.
Please address your emails/tweets to:
Deputy Inspector General of Forest (Forest Policy), MoEFCC, Govt. of India
digfpolicy-mef@nic.in or jitesh.kumar@nic.in or toforestpolicy@gmail.com
Twitter handle of the Ministry: @moefcc
For further details, contact:
Ranjan K Panda, Country Manager for India, Climate Scorecard Project
Convenor, Combat Climate Change Network, India
Email: ranjanpanda@gmail.com
INDONESIA
Spotlight Activity: Reforest Cleared Peatlands
The recent IPCC report warned that South East Asia will be the most immediately
impacted by climate change, particularly the Philippines, Vietnam and Indonesia.
Indonesia needs to take swift mitigation action. Among the top five greenhouse gas
emitting countries, Indonesia can substantially contribute to slowing climate change.
Indonesia’s extensive coastline makes it highly susceptible to rising sea levels,
threatening 80% of its population. Islands are particularly vulnerable to extreme weather
events; cities have little land to buffet storms. The land that separates population
centers from extreme climatic events continues to be poorly managed, particularly
through the clearing of forests. Forests and mangroves in particular reduce storm surge
and reduce inundation.

The conversion of carbon rich peat to agriculture, prevents continued buildup of peat –
in other words, the continued sinking of atmospheric carbon – and exposes the peat
thereby resulting in blazes which released 1.9 billion tons of carbon dioxide in the
summer of 2015 in Indonesia. In Kalimantan alone, 1.5 million hectares of forest are
destroyed each year.
Indonesia’s peatland restoration agency and the moratorium on new agricultural
concession licenses and clearing of peatlands are the most important mitigation policies
of the Indonesian government. Based on the BRG’s own reporting on hotspot reduction
and large irrigation infrastructure to rewet peatland, Climate Scorecard can applaud
peatland management in Indonesia. Indonesia must now actively work to restore
mangroves and forests on rewetted land. BRG’s current projects only prevent
emissions. The reintroduction of vegetation through paludiculture should take into
account how this form of agriculture could begin to sink carbon.
Activity Rating: ** Standing Still
Peatlands act as sinks and stores of carbon at different times. It takes hundreds or
thousands of years for a peatland to begin to sink carbon. Even an older peatland can
at times store CO2 while emitting methane. The characteristics of tropical peatland that
are conducive to sinking carbon need to be better understood. The International
Tropical Peatland Center recently established in Bogor should further study how
Indonesian peatlands that have been cleared can be reforested and begin to act as
carbon sinks. Restoring mangroves and forests on peatlands will require targeted,
expensive efforts. The benefits of these forests and mangroves will be felt through the
ecosystem services they provide once these ecosystems have been re-established. As
an investment in mitigating and reversing climate change, this restoration effort will not
pay off for many years. However, at large scales, these efforts could make a major
difference in preventing the 1.5 degree Celsius rise in temperature. The KLHK and BRG
should work to regrow mangroves and forests on cleared peatlands.
Take Action:
Urge the Ministry of Environment and Forestry of Indonesia and the International
Tropical Peatland Center to study the conditions that allow peatlands to sink
atmospheric carbon.
Please send the following message to the Policymakers below:
ITPC must study the conditions which allow peatlands to sink carbon. This work will
inform peatland ecosystem restoration efforts. Restoring mangroves and forests on
cleared peatlands on a large scale could majorly contribute to climate change mitigation
in years to come. More immediately, these restored ecosystems would prevent fires
more permanently than simply rewetting and provide necessary ecosystem services,
such as buffeting storms and flooding. Peat topography, water table level, irrigation,
hydrology, seed dispersal and germination (seedling survival), seed sourcing, soil

quality, invasive ferns and shrubs, and fire management are just some of the areas that
need to be better understood in order to develop mangrove development and
reforestation on cleared peatlands. ITPC needs to address challenges such as the loss
in soil fertility from the absence of forest canopy litter which decreases restoration
seedling survival. Techniques need to be developed to promote seedling growth in
cleared areas where they are exposed to higher temperatures and generally harsher
conditions. This work will serve Indonesia’s efforts to rewet drained peatlands to prevent
further GHG emissions. Further, it will develop steps to restore the ecosystems that sink
carbon. Reestablishing mangroves and forests under the conditions which allow them to
sink atmospheric carbon would help prevent the 1.5 degrees Celsius rise.
Contact:
Ministry of Environment and Forestry of Indonesia
Manggala Wanabakti Building Jalan Jenderal Gatot Subroto,
Jakarta-Indonesia 10270
Phone: 021-57903068 ext 373
AND
Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR)
Bogor Barat Phone: 62-251-8622-622
Email: cifor@cgiar.org
For more information contact Climate Scorecard Indonesia Country Manager Tristan
Grupp: Tristan@climatescorecard.org
Background on tropical peatland restoration issues: https://blogs.helsinki.fi/jyjauhia/
peat-in-agriculture-and-forestry/tropical-peat-restoration/
JAPAN
Spotlight Recommendation: Create Incentives to Help The J-Credit system
The J-Credit system, issued by the Japanese government, certifies the reduction or
absorption of CO2 emissions resulting from the installation of energy saving machine/
equipment and environmentally friendly management. J-Credit is one of the attribute
tracking systems that are officially accepted by RE100, so the purchase of the credit
enables companies to join RE10 (RE 100 is a collaborative global business initiative
committed to working towards 100% renewable energy.)
J-Credit assists companies in several ways. First, purchasing the credit will help
companies gain reputation and attract investments. The credit system also provides
incentives for companies to convert their sources of energy to more renewable ones
and to save energy, which could lead them to the reduction of running costs. In addition,
by exchanging the purchased credits through the market, they can gain profits.

The total amount of the J Credits that have been traded thus far is approximately 2.76
million t-CO2, so it can be said that the system has had significant impacts on energy
saving and climate finance.
Nevertheless, this system is problematic in that it could trigger companies to have an
attitude that just purchasing the credit is enough for their sustainability strategy.
Consequently, it may not be effective to help decrease their dependency on fossil fuel.
Therefore, in addition to the current J-Credit system, the Japanese government should
create a mechanism that forces companies to consider a) constructing on-site power
generation or b) power purchase agreements (PPA) to be eligible for RE100.
A) Constructing on-site power generation: Small and medium-sized enterprises do not
have the capacity to install such facilities, so it is major corporations who should take
the initiative to promote renewable energy in Japan. Thus, the Japanese
government should provide incentives such as tax breaks for large enterprises to
construct on-site power generation facilities.
B) PPA: Although PPA is widely used abroad for the RE100 certification, most
Japanese companies are unable to purchase renewable energy through PPA
because Feed-in Tariff (FIT) has been put in place. Once the FIT policy is lifted in
2019, it will be crucial to design a system that allows Japanese companies to
purchase renewable energy with low cost and to meet RE100 requirements.
The IPCC Report states that it is urgent to lower emissions from energy supplies, and
the majority of institutional investors put emphasis on ESG (environment, social, and
governance) investment and are willing to invest in companies that are active in creating
environmental and social contributions. As shown in the Marubeni Corp’s initiative,
divestment and ESG are becoming keywords for major Japanese companies.
Activity Rating: ** Standing Still
As mentioned above, J-Credit system contributes to climate finance; however, in order
to accelerate the installation of renewable energy, the Japanese government needs to
rebuild the system and provide incentives for large enterprise to achieve on-site power
generation.
There are still many Japanese companies which have not engaged in environment
friendly management. Therefore, it is necessary to persuade companies and financial
institutions to promote RE100.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:
Dear Mr. Hiroaki Nakanishi, KEIDANREN (Japan Business Federation),

Actively participating in climate action through promoting RE100 will show to the world
that Japanese companies are leading in the field of ESG. Also, by attracting ESG
investment, it will stimulate the Japanese economy.
Therefore, we strongly suggest that Keidanren initiates active participation in RE100
and encourages Japanese companies to not only purchase J-Credit but also positively
engage in on-site power generation or PPA.
Contact:
Mr. Hiroaki Nakanishi
KEIDANREN (Japan Business Federation)
Website: http://www.keidanren.or.jp/
E-mail: webmaster@keidanren.or.jp
For more information, please contact Climate Scorecard Japan Country Manager; Kenta
Matsumoto: kmatsumoto@climatescorecard.org
Reference
Nikkei News Paper. (2018, September 27). “Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
provides assistance to take in ESG money to Japanese companies: Appeal to global
investors” Retrieved from https://www.nikkei.com/article/
DGXMZO35791510W8A920C1EE8000/?n_cid=SPTMG053
RUSSIA (English)
Spotlight Recommendation: Implement the National Ecology Project
Russia’s proposed National Ecology Project represents a strategy for responding to the
new IPCC Report. The Project is an initiative of the Office of the President and will be
implemented by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology.
The Project proposes state regulations that will affect all sectors - emitters of the
economy (energy, industry, agriculture, transport, land use and forestry). In the near
future, state regulation measures will be aimed at stimulating and supporting enterprises
and industries implementing measures and projects to improve energy efficiency, (which
is the main way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions), increase the switch to new
technologies, and develop renewable energy sources.
Right now, the emphasis should be placed on improving the already existing economic
incentive instruments - financing regional energy efficiency programs, stimulating
technological re-equipment of industries based on BAT. The introduction of economic
instruments of "carbon" regulation can be implemented after 2020 based on an
inventory of greenhouse gas emissions, preparation of projected estimates of the level

of these emissions and implementation of regulatory measures to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.
The National Ecology Project also proposes regulations aimed at stimulating and
supporting enterprises and industries implementing projects to improve energy
efficiency (which is the main way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions), switch to new
technologies, and develop renewable energy sources.
Short-term measures:
- measures to improve the thermal insulation of existing buildings
- use of modern energy efficient lighting systems
- overhaul of residential buildings
- stricter building codes for new homes
- modernization of energy facilities, including heating systems and power lines
- drastic reduction of methane leaks in the gas transmission system
- accelerated development of renewable energy sources
- improving the efficiency of the transport system
- using cars with lower CO2 emissions
- separate waste collection and disposal
Long-term measures for the future – forests.
The main directions for reducing greenhouse gas emissions from energy
production can be:
- transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources;
- increasing the share in the production of energy, electricity produced at nuclear
power plants and hydropower plants;
- use in the production of energy biofuels;
- reduction of the volume of associated petroleum gas flared;
- increase the amount of utilization of coal mine methane;
- sustainable and efficient forestry management.
Activity Rating: *** Right Direction but Needs to do More
All stakeholders have heightened expectations from the National project “Ecology”. The
attention of all interested parties is focused on this project. The official sites and the
media give detailed descriptions of the stages of its initial implementation. Successful
implementation of the project will affect the success of Russia's transition to a lowcarbon economy.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:
We fully support the goals of the National Ecology Project. We urge the government to
complete the initial task of setting performance indicators as soon as possible so that
the Project can begin to be implemented. Without such a Project it will be impossible to
move forward in managing emissions reduction and in introducing new low-carbon
technologies.

Contact Information:
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of the Russian Federation
+7 499 657 57 06
pr@mnr.gov.ru
http://services.government.ru/letters/form/
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager Bakunovich Polina,
Contact: Polina@climatescorecard.org
RUSSIA (Russian)
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РОССИЯ
Spotlight Activity: Переход к низкоуглеродной экономике
Меры государственного регулирования затронут все сектора - эмитенты
экономики (энергетика, промышленность, сельское хозяйство, транспорт,
землепользование и лесное хозяйство). В ближайшем будущем меры
государственного регулирования должны быть направлены на стимулирование и
поддержку предприятий и отраслей, осуществляющих меры и проекты по
повышению энергоэффективности (что является основным способом сокращения
выбросов парниковых газов), перехода на новые технологии и развитие
возобновляемых источников энергии.
В то же время на начальном этапе основной упор должен делаться на
совершенствовании уже существующих инструментов экономического
стимулирования - финансирование региональных программ
энергоэффективности, стимулирование технологического перевооружения
отраслей на основе НДТ. Внедрение экономических инструментов «углеродного
регулирования» может быть реализовано после 2020 года и включать в России
системы регулирования выбросов, уже внедренных в других странах.
В дополнение к этим областям переход к экономике с низким уровнем
выбросов углерода требует введения системы регулирования парниковых газов, в
том числе: инвентаризации выбросов парниковых газов, подготовки
прогнозируемых оценок уровня этих выбросов и осуществления мер
регулирования сокращения выбросов парниковых газов. Меры государственного
регулирования парниковых газов зависят от выбранной модели государственного
регулирования. Международный опыт показывает, что существуют
административные модели фискального рынка для регулирования парниковых
газов (квоты выбросов, введение налога на выбросы углерода, система торговли
выбросами), а также комбинированные типы.

Разумеется, учитывая меры по сокращению выбросов ПГ, необходимо
понять, из чего состоят сами выбросы, каковы антропогенные источники
парниковых газов в мире и в России. Это не простой вопрос. Кроме того, это не
всегда правильно распространяется в средствах массовой информации и в
Интернете.
Предлагаемые краткосрочные меры:
- меры по улучшению теплоизоляции существующих зданий
- использование современных энергоэффективных систем освещения
- капитальный ремонт жилых зданий
- более строгие строительные нормы и правила для новых домов
- модернизация энергетических объектов, включая системы отопления и
электропередачи
- сокращение утечек метана в газотранспортной системе
- ускоренное развитие возобновляемых источников энергии
- повышение эффективности транспортной системы
- использование автомобилей с более низким уровнем выбросов CO2
- раздельный сбор отходов.
Долгосрочные меры на будущее - леса.
Основными направлениями сокращения выбросов парниковых газов от
производства энергии могут быть:
- переход от ископаемого топлива к возобновляемым источникам энергии;
- увеличение доли в производстве энергии, электроэнергии, производимой на
атомных электростанциях и гидроэлектростанциях;
- использование в производстве энергетического биотоплива;
- сокращение объема попутного нефтяного газа;
- увеличение объема использования метана угольных шахт;
- устойчивое и эффективное управление лесным хозяйством.
Activity Rating: *** Верное направление, но надо усилить меры
Все заинтересованные стороны имеют большие ожидания от Национального
проекта «Экология». Внимание всех заинтересованных сторон сосредоточено на
нем. На официальных сайтах и в средствах массовой информации подробно
описываются этапы его первоначальной реализации. Успешная реализация
проекта будет зависеть от успеха перехода России к низкоуглеродной экономике.
Action Alert
Пожалуйста, учтите все рекомендации, разработанные общественными
организациями. Мы надеемся, что вышеуказанные предложения будут приняты во
внимание при принятии решений. Только тогда Россия догонит ведущие страны и,
наконец, получит четкую, полную и достоверную информацию о выбросах
парниковых газов на каждом предприятии. Без этого невозможно двигаться вперед

в целях сокращения выбросов ПГ и фактически внедрять новые низкоуглеродные
технологии.

Contact Information
Министерство экологии и природных ресурсов РФ
+7 499 657 57 06
pr@mnr.gov.ru
http://services.government.ru/letters/form/
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard Country Manager Bakunovich
Polina, Contact: Polina@climatescorecard.org
SAUDI ARABIA
Spotlight Recommendation: Strengthen Renewable Energy Policy
Saudi Arabia needs to strengthen its policy toward establishing renewables as the
world’s dominant energy source. Saudi Arabia must move away from oil being a prime
source of its income from imports and focus much more on harvesting the abundant
natural resources the country has to offer. Seeing that Saudi Arabia is the leading
exporter of oil, and therefore stands to lose the most (economically) from the move
away from oil as an energy source, a move in this direction would have a tremendous
impact on pushing the international energy industry towards renewable energy. It would
show that Saudi Arabia is willing to put its short-term economic gains on hold in order to
establish renewables as the dominant energy source, as recommended by the IPCC in
their latest report. In order for this to happen, the Saudi Arabian government will need to
be on board with the additional investment of capital into renewables, and it will require
the cooperation of foreign banks and investment funds, as well as the technological and
logistical expertise of renewable energy manufacturers.
Activity Rating: **** Moving Forward
Saudi Arabia’s policy to move toward establishing its renewable energy sector is doable
for several reasons. First, Saudi Arabia has abundant natural resources the country has
to harvest as it enjoys a great amount of sunshine and wind power to invest in solar and
wind energy projects. Second, the Kingdom has several reputable renewable energy
research centers and institutions like King Abdullah University for Science and
Technology (KAUST), the National Renewable Energy Center, and the National
Renewable Energy Program that have the resources and the expertise to set up a
strategy to plan and implement the renewable energy projects.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:

It seems as if Saudi Arabia is well on its way to its goal of producing at least 9.5
gigawatts of renewable energy by 2030. Proposed contracts with the Ministry of Energy,
Industry, and Mineral Resources (MEIM) are expected to offer for bidding 3.25GW of
solar and 800 Megawatts of wind capacity this year alone. The Kingdom’s
announcement of 400MW wind project and 200GW solar development received global
interest. The implementation of these projects carries a great potential for the Kingdom
to lead renewable energy sector developments.
The Kingdom must be on board with the additional investment of capital into
renewables, and it must continue the cooperation with foreign banks and investment
funds, as well as the technological and logistical expertise of renewable energy
manufacturers. We urge the Saudi Arabian government to announce concrete steps to
move forward with its renewable energy projects and any future plans to scale up these
projects to cover the whole country to be in line with the IPCC recommendations in their
latest report.
Contact:
Khalid A. Al-Falih
Minister of Energy, Industry, and Mineral Resources
webmaster@meim.gov.sa
For further information contact Climate Scorecard’s Saudi Arabia Partner
Organization------------- OR Climate Scorecard Country Managers for Saudi Arabia,
Abeer Abdulkareem abeerabdulkareemm2003@gmail.com and Amgad Ellaboudy
amgad.ellaboudy@gmail.com

 ﯾﺟب.اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﺟﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺗﻌزﯾز ﺳﯾﺎﺳﺗﮭﺎ ﻧﺣو إﻧﺷﺎء ﻣﺻﺎدر اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة ﻛﻣﺻدر ﻟﻠطﺎﻗﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟم
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ أن ﺗﺑﺗﻌد ﻋن اﻟﻧﻔط ﻛﻣﺻدر رﺋﯾﺳﻲ ﻟدﺧﻠﮭﺎ ﻣن اﻟواردات وﺗرﻛز أﻛﺛر ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺻﺎد اﻟﻣوارد
 وﺑﺎﻟﺗﺎﻟﻲ ﻓﺈﻧﮭﺎ ﺗﺧﺳر،  ﺑﺎﻟﻧظر إﻟﻰ أن اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ ھﻲ اﻟﻣﺻدر اﻟرﺋﯾﺳﻲ ﻟﻠﻧﻔط.اﻟطﺑﯾﻌﯾﺔ اﻟوﻓﯾرة اﻟﺗﻲ ﺗﻘدﻣﮭﺎ اﻟﺑﻼد
 ﻓﺈن اﻟﺗﺣرك ﻓﻲ ھذا اﻻﺗﺟﺎه ﺳﯾﻛون ﻟﮫ ﺗﺄﺛﯾر ھﺎﺋل ﻋﻠﻰ، أﻛﺛر )ﻣن اﻟﻧﺎﺣﯾﺔ اﻻﻗﺗﺻﺎدﯾﺔ( ﻣن اﻻﺑﺗﻌﺎد ﻋن اﻟﻧﻔط ﻛﻣﺻدر ﻟﻠطﺎﻗﺔ
 وﺳوف ﯾظﮭر أن اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ ﺗرﻏب ﻓﻲ ﺗﻌﻠﯾق ﻣﻛﺎﺳﺑﮭﺎ.دﻓﻊ ﺻﻧﺎﻋﺔ اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟدوﻟﯾﺔ ﻧﺣو اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة
 ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻧﺣو اﻟذي أوﺻت ﺑﮫ اﻟﮭﯾﺋﺔ، اﻻﻗﺗﺻﺎدﯾﺔ ﻗﺻﯾرة اﻷﺟل ﻣن أﺟل إﻧﺷﺎء اﻟﻣﺻﺎدر اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة ﻛﻣﺻدر ﻟﻠطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺳﯾطر
 ﺳﺗﺣﺗﺎج ﺣﻛوﻣﺔ اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ،  ﻣن أﺟل ﺗﺣﻘﯾق ذﻟك.( ﻓﻲ ﺗﻘرﯾرھﺎ اﻷﺧﯾرIPCC) اﻟﺣﻛوﻣﯾﺔ اﻟدوﻟﯾﺔ اﻟﻣﻌﻧﯾﺔ ﺑﺗﻐﯾر اﻟﻣﻧﺎخ
 وﺳﺗﺗطﻠب ﺗﻌﺎون اﻟﻣﺻﺎرف اﻷﺟﻧﺑﯾﺔ، اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻣﺷﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻻﺳﺗﺛﻣﺎر اﻹﺿﺎﻓﻲ ﻟرأس اﻟﻣﺎل ﻓﻲ ﻣﺻﺎدر اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة
ﻓﻲ ﻣﺟﺎل اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة.  ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﺧﺑرة اﻟﺗﻛﻧوﻟوﺟﯾﺔ واﻟﻠوﺟﺳﺗﯾﺔ ﻣن اﻟﻣﺻﻧﻌﯾن، وﺻﻧﺎدﯾق اﻻﺳﺗﺛﻣﺎر
:****ﺗﺻﻧﯾف اﻟﻧﺷﺎط
 اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ،ً أوﻻ.ﺳﯾﺎﺳﺔ اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺗﺣرك ﻧﺣو اﻧﺷﺎء ﻗطﺎع طﺎﻗﺔ ﻣﺗﺟددة ﻗﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﺗﻧﻔﯾذ ﻟﻌدة إﺳﺑﺎب
اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ ﻟدﯾﮭﺎ ﻣﺻﺎدر طﺑﯾﻌﯾﺔ واﺳﻌﺔ ﻓﯾﺗﻌﯾن ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺑﻠد اﺳﺗﺛﻣﺎرھﺎ ﺣﯾث أن اﻟﺑﻠد ﯾﺗﻣﺗﻊ ﺑﻘدر ﻛﺑﯾر ﻣن أﺷﻌﺔ اﻟﺷﻣس واﻟرﯾﺎح
 اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ ﺗﻣﺗﻠك ﻋدة ﻣراﻛز وﻣؤﺳﺳﺎت ﺑﺣﺛﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة،ً ﺛﺎﻧﯾﺎ.ﻟﻸﺳﺗﺛﻣﺎر ﻓﻲ ﻣﺷﺎرﯾﻊ اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﺷﻣﺳﯾﺔ وطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟرﯾﺎح

طﯾﺑﺔ اﻟﺳﻣﻌﺔ ﻣﺛل ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻣﻠك ﻋﺑد ﷲ ﻟﻠﻌﻠوم واﻟﺗﻛﻧوﻟوﺟﯾﺎ و اﻟﻣرﻛز اﻟوطﻧﻲ ﻟﻠطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة واﻟﺑرﻧﺎﻣﺞ اﻟوطﻧﻲ ﻟﻠطﺎﻗﺔ
.اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة اﻟﺗﻲ ﻟدﯾﮭﺎ اﻟﻣﺻﺎدر واﻟﺧﺑرات ﻟوﺿﻊ اﺳﺗراﺗﯾﺟﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺗﺧطﯾط ﻟﻠﻣﺷﺎرﯾﻊ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة وﺗﻧﻔﯾذھﺎ
:(ﺗﻧﺑﯾﮫ اﻟﻌﻣل )اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ
 ﺟﯾﺟﺎوات ﻣن اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة ﺑﺣﻠول ﻋﺎم9.5 ﯾﺑدو أن اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ طرﯾﻘﮭﺎ ﻧﺣو ھدﻓﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻧﺗﺎج ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷﻗل
3.25  وﻣن اﻟﻣﺗوﻗﻊ أن ﺗﻘدم اﻟﻌﻘود اﻟﻣﻘﺗرﺣﺔ ﻣﻊ وزارة اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ واﻟﺻﻧﺎﻋﺔ واﻟﻣوارد اﻟﻣﻌدﻧﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﻣزاﯾدة ﺑﺣواﻟﻲ.2030
 ﻣﯾﺟﺎوات ﻣﺷروع طﺎﻗﺔ400  وإﻋﻼن اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ ﻋن. ﻣن طﺎﻗﺔ اﻟرﯾﺎح ﻓﻘط ﻟﮭذا اﻟﻌﺎم800 ﺟﯾﺟﺎوات ﻣن اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﺷﻣﺳﯾﺔ و
 إن ﺗﻧﻔﯾذ ھذه اﻟﻣﺷﺎرﯾﻊ ﯾﺣﻣل إﻣﻛﺎﻧﯾﺔ ﻛﺑﯾرة. ﺟﯾﺟﺎوات ﻣﺷروع ﺗطوﯾر اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﺷﻣﺳﯾﺔ أﺳﺗﻘﺑﻠت ﺑﺈھﺗﻣﺎم ﺷدﯾد200اﻟرﯾﺎح و
.ﻟﻠﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ ﻟرﯾﺎدة ﺗطوﯾر ﻗطﺎع اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة
وﯾﺟب أن ﺗﺗﻘدم اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ ﺑﺎﻹﺳﺗﺛﻣﺎر اﻹﺿﺎﻓﻲ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺟﺎل اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة وﯾﺟب أن ﺗﺳﺗﻣر ﻓﻲ اﻟﺗﻌﺎون ﻣﻊ اﻟﺑﻧوك اﻷﺟﻧﺑﯾﺔ
 وﻧﺣث اﻟﺣﻛوﻣﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ.وﺻﻧﺎدﯾق اﻹﺳﺗﺛﻣﺎر وﻛذﻟك ﻣﻊ اﻟﺧﺑرات اﻟﺗﻛﻧوﻟوﺟﯾﺔ واﻟﻠوﺟﺳﺗﯾﺔ ﻟﻣﺻﻧﻌﻲ اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة
إﻋﻼن ﺧطوات ﻣﺣددة ﻟﻠﻣﺿﻲ ﻗدﻣﺎ ً ﻓﻲ ﻣﺷﺎرﯾﻊ اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﺟددة وأﯾﺔ ﺧطط ﻣﺳﺗﻘﺑﻠﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺗوﺳﻊ ﻓﻲ ھذه اﻟﻣﺷﺎرﯾﻊ ﻟﺗﻐطﻲ اﻟﺑﻠد
. ﻓﻲ ﺗﻘرﯾرھﺎ اﻷﺧﯾرIPCC ﺑﺄﻛﻣﻠﮫ ﺗﻣﺎﺷﯾﺎ ً ﻣﻊ ﺗوﺻﯾﺎت ال
:إرﺳﺎل رﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﺗﻧﺑﯾﮫ اﻟﻌﻣل إﻟﻰ
ﺧﺎﻟد اﻟﻔﺎﻟﺢ
وزﯾر اﻟطﺎﻗﺔ واﻟﺻﻧﺎﻋﺔ واﻟﻣوارد اﻟﻣﻌدﻧﯾﺔ
webmaster@meim.gov.sa
 ﻓﻲ اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔClimate Scorecard  ﯾرﺟﻰ اﻻﺗﺻﺎل ﺑﻣؤﺳﺳﺔ ﺷرﻛﺎء، ﻟﻠﺣﺻول ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣزﯾد ﻣن اﻟﻣﻌﻠوﻣﺎت
Abeer Abdulkareem ،  ﻓﻲ اﻟﻣﻣﻠﻛﺔ اﻟﻌرﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺳﻌودﯾﺔClimate Scorecard  أو ﻣدراء ﺑﻠد------------Amgad Ellaboudy  وabeerabdulkareemm2003@gmail.com
amgad.ellaboudy@gmail.com

SOUTH AFRICA
Spotlight Activity: Pass the South African Climate Change Bill
In June 2018, South Africa released a draft Climate Change Bill through the late
Minister of Environmental Affairs, Ms Edna Molewa, that was aimed at guiding South
Africa to achieving their Nationally Determined Contributions and adhering to their Paris
agreement pledge. This bill would provide a legal framework on how to hold
accountable each government department, industries and individuals.
The Climate Change bill is divided into six chapters in total. Chapter one: Interpretation,
objections and application. Chapter two: Policy Alignment and Institutional
Arrangements. Chapter three: Climate Change response for provinces and
municipalities. Chapter four: National Adaptation to impacts of climate change. Chapter
five: Greenhouse gas emissions and removals. Chapter 6: General matters and
transitional arrangements. The chapters in the bill are aimed at achieving national
adaptation objectives, determining a national greenhouse gas emissions trajectory,
prescribing sectoral emissions targets, and determining a greenhouse gas emissions

threshold to inform the allocation of carbon budgets. The bill acknowledges that climate
change represents an urgent threat to the environment, and therefore requires an
immediate, effective, progressive and well-coordinated response. It also realizes that
the climate change impacts will undermine the country’s development goals, and as a
result, responses to climate change for countries such as South Africa raises unique
challenges that require a legislative framework for the effective implementation of the
country’s national climate change response and emission reduction targets. A ministerial
committee would be established by the national department of Environmental Affairs
that would oversee, monitor and manage the implantation of the bills’ progress.
It has been more than 5 months however, and there seems to be no interest and a lack
of urgency in the South African government’s actions to pass this bill. South Africa is
one of the most polluting countries in the world, and therefore the report by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change that countries are not near their targets
should be a wake-up call for South Africa.
Activity Rating: ** Standing Still
There has been a lot of input and recommendations from civil society, government
structures and concerned individuals on the climate change bill, however it seems to be
stuck in the final phases of being passed.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:
Dear Honourable President of the Republic of South Africa,
We are concerned about the level of urgency in passing the proposed South African
Climate Change Bill. We request that the President review the bill and sign it as soon as
possible, as we are running out of time. This would be in the best interest of our country
and its citizens.
Contact-send your message to:
Personal Assistant to the President
Malebo Sibiya
Telephone: (Union Buildings)
+27 12 300 5271
Fax: (Union Buildings)
+27 12 323 3114
E-mail:
malebo@presidency.gov.za
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard South Africa Country Anslyst
Phiwayinkose Mungwe: Contact Phiwaoinkose@climatescorecard.org
SPAIN

Spotlight Recommendation: “Solar Industria” A Proposed New Energy Policy for
Spain
In the light of new findings published in a recent report by the Inter-Governmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), it is time for the Spanish government to take a stronger
stance on climate change by implementing hard-line policies that mitigate the effects of
climate change and empower and inspire future generations of Spanish
environmentalists. Currently, the reductions called for are based on a maximum 2degree temperature rise by the year 2030, but in actuality, the figure is closer to 1.5
degrees, a rise that is being rapidly approached. Spain is an incredibly ecologically
delicate country and will be irreparably affected by global warming if the global society
passes the environmental tipping point, which has been recently recognized as a more
serious, pressing threat than previously thought to be.
Past policies drafted and undertaken by the Spanish government have been
contradictory and confusing for Spanish citizens. Most notably, the solar initiatives of the
early 21st century were a golden moment at the forefront of a new century of Spanish
environmental leadership, but the subsequent withdrawal of political and financial
support for the initiatives and inability to support their longevity left a bad taste in the
mouths of many Spaniards. Furthermore, the language surrounding climate change
related policies have lacked force, and have taken more voluntary than obligatory forms,
resulting in a general shirking of responsibility from the content of the Paris accords.
Spain arguably has the strongest climactic potential to produce carbon-neutral energy
by way of solar in all of the EU.
With that being said, Spain is in a perfect position to resume leadership of the solar
sector, reducing its carbon footprint and paving the way for a sunny future on a global
scale. 2017 saw a doubling of installation of solar potential in the nation, from 55 MW
installed in 2016 to 135 MW in 2017. There also exist long-standing countrywide
policies that mandate that all new residential constructions undertaken after 2007 install
solar-powered water heating, and while this is a good start, it can be improved upon by
requiring solar retrofitting of existing facilities as well.
In order to decarbonize the energy production for the industrial sector, we ask that the
Spanish government put in action a new “Solar Industria” policy. This policy would
mandate solar reliance for the energy of all large-scale industry by the year 2025, with
monetary incentives in the form of ability to sell excess power back to the national grid
and to generate carbon credits for the company. Being five years before the first
reduction benchmark of 2030, it will allow for investigation and subsequent improvement
of the policy in the five years leading up to the reckoning time. The potential is there,
and all that is needed now is a legislative push from the government to ensure a solarpowered future for Spanish industries and to take a leadership role in green energy.
Activity Rating: *** Right Direction: this policy is feasible and could be
undertaken under the auspices of the Spanish Climate Adaptation Plan that
should be released publicly by the end of 2018

The result would be a general abatement of GHG emitting energy sources, as well as
carbon sequestration, an increase in Spanish carbon credits, and a heightened
commitment to green industry in the Spanish nation, as well as Spain’s re-emergence
as a solar trendsetter for the rest of the European Union. The “Solar Industria” policy is
a feasible maneuver if supported by the appropriate governing bodies and lobbied for
both in and by the industrial sector. It is strong steps such as this that need to be
drafted, supported, and regulated by the Spanish environmental ministries, specifically
the “Ministerio para la Transición Ecológica (Ministry for Ecological Transition) under the
newly elected Teresa Ribera Rodríguez, and Jose Dominguez Abascal, the Secretary of
State of Energy.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymakers below:
Dear Teresa Ribera Rodríguez and José Domingúez Abascal,
This is a message directed to both members of the environmental cabinet, and the
general Spanish government, that have stakes in the future of Spanish environmental
policy. We are asking that you draft a new policy that obligates carbon neutralization in
the industrial sector by mandating a large-scale transition to solar energy by the year
2025. This policy, “Solar Industria,” recognizes the most viable potential for green
energy generation in the nation through forward-thinking legislation, and will help the
country uphold its commitment to the 2015 Paris Agreement. Immediate action is
needed in order to preserve Spain’s delicate ecological balance for future generations,
and it needs to be taken now. Join the movement.
Sincerely,
Contact Information:
Teresa Ribera Rodríguez
Secretaría de Estado de Medio Ambiente
Plaza San Juan de la Cruz, s/n - Madrid 28071
Tel. 91 597.6060/5669
E: sema@mapama.es
Gabinete (Cabinet)
Plaza San Juan de la Cruz, s/n
Tel. 91 597.6025
E: gabsema@mapama.es

José Domingúez Abascal
Secretaría de Estado de Energía
Paseo de la Castellana, 160 - Madrid 28071
Tel. 91 349 4819/20
seenergia@minetad.es
Gabinete (Cabinet)
Paseo de la Castellana, 160 - Madrid 28071
Tel. 91 349 4397
gabinete_see@minetad.es

TURKEY (English)
Spotlight Recommendation: Decrease Turkey’s Energy Intensity and Strengthen
Its Energy Efficiency Standards
According to the recently published IPPC report, the world community needs to take
immediate steps to reach 1.5 degree Celsius goal instead of 2 degree Celsius to avoid
the disastrous consequences of global warming. The Paris Agreement pledges are not
sufficient to reach this goal so countries are expected to go beyond their initial goals.
Although Turkey has not yet ratified the Paris Agreement, it still needs to strengthen its
emission reduction targets. One way of doing this is to take steps to decrease Turkey’s
energy intensity and strengthen its energy efficiency standards, especially in the
transport sector. According to the 2018 Energy Efficiency Report of Turkey published by
the General Directorate of Renewable Energy, the primary energy intensity of Turkey
was 0,12 KEP/2010$ in 2016. The world average in primary energy density is 0,18 KEP/
2010$. The average of OECD and EU-28 countries is 0.11 and 0.09 KEP/2010$,
respectively. It is seen that even though Turkey's primary energy intensity is lower than
the world average, compared with the average of the EU-28 countries, it remains high.
Turkey’s Energy Efficiency Strategy Report which covers the years 2012-2023 targets
20% decrease in primary energy intensity by 2023 compared to the base year 2011.
This reduction is also in line with Turkey’s Paris agreement pledge, which is not
ambitious enough.
The fourth edition of ACEEE’s International Energy Efficiency Scorecard examines the
efficiency policies and performance of 25 of the world’s top energy-consuming
countries. Together these nations represent 78% of all the energy consumed on the

planet and more than 80% of the world’s gross domestic product in 2014. Turkey ranked
16th out of 25 countries which shows us the opportunity to set higher goal and review its
pledge of 21% reduction in emissions reduction by 2030 compared to a business as
usual scenario.

Figure: Rankings by Country, The 2018 International Energy Efficiency Scorecard
According to the study, Turkey has already achieved 14,4% decrease in energy intensity
between 2010 and 2015. This is also another indicator that Energy Efficiency Strategy
Report’s goal of 20% decrease in energy intensity by 2023 should be strengthened,
which will also contribute to meeting the IPCC’s new global 1.5 degree Celsius global
warming goal.
Activity Rating: *** Right Direction
Higher than 20% decrease in energy intensity by 2023 is doable but will require some
extra effort. Turkey has been setting standards and providing incentives for buildings
and industry. However, the transportation sector which is one of the top 3 most energy
consumer sector, has not received enough attention. According to the International
Energy Efficiency Scorecard this is largely due to the lack of fuel economy standards,
low use of public transit, marginal investments in rail transit, and high intensity of freight
transport.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:
The Ministry of Energy and Natural resources should review the Energy Efficiency
Strategy Document, especially for the transportation sector. The best practices of
energy efficiency applications of OECD and EU-28 countries and their applicability to
Turkey should be considered as standards. Turkey can also benefit from enacting tax
incentives aimed at promoting the deployment of energy-efficient technologies

Send Action Alert Message to:
Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources - General Directorate of Renewable
Energy
Address: Eskişehir yolu 7. km No:166 Posta kodu:06520 Çankaya - ANKARA
Tel: + 90 312 295 50 00
Mail: info@yegm.gov.tr
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard Turkey Country Manager Ozlem Duyan:
Contact Ozlem@climatescorecard.org
Reference:
Türkiye Enerji Verimliliği Gelişim Raporu 2018, Enerji Verimliliği Dairesi Başkanlığı
Ölçme ve Değerlendirme Grubu
ACEEE, The 2018 International Energy Efficiency Scorecard
TURKEY (Turkish)
Türkiye
Dikkat Çeken Aktivite: Türkiye'nin Enerji Yoğunluğunun Azaltılması ve Enerji
Verimliliği Standartlarının Güçlendirilmesi
Son yayınlanan IPPC raporuna göre, küresel ısınmanın yıkıcı sonuçlarından kaçınmak
için 2 santigrat derece yerine 1.5 santigrat dereceyi hedefleyen acil adımların atılması
gerekmektedir. Mevcut Paris Anlaşması, bu hedefi gerçekleştirmek için yeterli
olmadigindan ülkelerin hedeflerinin ötesine geçmeleri beklenmektedir.
Türkiye Paris Anlaşmasını henüz onaylamamasına rağmen, emisyon azaltma
hedeflerini güçlendirmesi gerekiyor. Bunu yapmanın bir yolu, enerji yoğunlugunu
azaltmak icin özellikle ulaşım sektöründe enerji verimliliği stardartlarını yükseltmektir.
Yenilenebilir Enerji Genel Müdürlüğü tarafından yayınlanan 2018 Enerji Verimliliği
Raporu'na göre, Türkiye'nin birincil enerji yoğunluğu 2016 yılında 0.12 KEP/ 2010$ 'dır.
Birincil enerji yoğunluğunda dünya ortalaması 0.18 KEP/2010$'dır. OECD ve AB-28
ülkelerinin ortalaması sırasıyla 0.11 ve 0.09 KEP/2010$ 'dır. Türkiye'nin birincil enerji
yoğunluğunun dünya ortalamasından düşük olmasına rağmen, AB-28 ülkeleri
ortalaması ile karşılaştırıldığında, yüksek olduğu görülmektedir.
Türkiye'nin 2012-2023 yıllarını kapsamayan Enerji Verimliliği Stratejisi Raporu, 2011 baz
yılına göre 2023 yılına kadar birincil enerji yoğunluğunun% 20 azalmasını
hedeflemektedir. Bu hedef, aynı zamanda, Türkiye'nin yeterince iddialı olmayan Paris
anlaşma taahhüdü ile de uyumludur.

ACEEE’nin 2018 Inernational Energy Efficiency Scorecard’ının dördüncü baskısı,
dünyanın en çok enerji kullanan 25 ülkesinin verimlilik politikalarını ve performansını
incelemektedir. Bu ülkeler, gezegende tüketilen tüm enerjinin% 78'ini ve 2014 yılında
dünyanın gayri safi yurtiçi hasılasının% 80'ini temsil etmektedir. Türkiye, 25 ülkeden
16'ncı sırada bulunmaktadır. Bu da bize Türkiye'nin daha yüksek bir hedef
belirleyebileceğine ve %21 olan emisyon azaltma taahhüdünü daha da
yükseltilebilecegine dair ipucu vermektedir.

Şekil: Ülke Bazında Sıralamalar, 2018 International Energy Efficiency Scorecard
Çalışmaya göre, Türkiye 2010-2015 yılları arasında enerji yoğunluğunda %14.4'lük bir
azalma sağlamıştır. Bu aynı zamanda Enerji Verimliliği Strateji Raporu'nun 2023 yılına
kadar enerji yoğunluğunda %20'lik bir azalma hedefinin de güçlendirilmesi gerektiğinin
bir göstergesidir. Böyle bir yaklaşım IPCC'nin yeni küresel 1.5 santigrat derece hedefine
ulaşması önergesine de doğrudan katkı sağlaycaktır.
Aktivite Değerlendirmesi *** Ileriye Giden
Türkiye 2023 yılına kadar enerji yoğunluğunda %20'den daha fazla azalma
hedefleyebilir, ancak bu hedef biraz daha fazla çaba gerektirecektir. Türkiye binalar ve
endüstri için standartlar belirliyerek ve teşvik sağlamaktadır. Bununla birlikte, en çok
enerji tüketen sektörlerden biri olan ulaşım sektörü, yeterince ilgi görmemiştir.
International Energy Efficiency Scorecard’a göre bunun sebebi büyük ölçüde yakıt
ekonomisi standartlarının eksikliği, toplu taşıma araçlarının düşük kullanımı, demiryolu
taşımacılığındaki marjinal yatırımlar ve yük taşımacılığının yüksek yoğunluğundan
kaynaklanmaktadır.
Harekete Geç

Enerji ve Tabii Kaynaklar Bakanlığı özellikle ulaşım sektörü için Enerji Verimliliği Strateji
Belgesini incelemelidir. OECD ve AB-28 ülkelerinin en iyi enerji verimliliği uygulamaları
ve bunların Türkiye'ye uygulanabilirliği arastırılmalıdır. Türkiye, enerji verimli
teknolojilerin kullanılmasını teşvik etmeyi amaçlayan vergi muafiyeti mekanizmalarını da
değerlendirmelidir.
Eylem İkaz Mesajı İlgili Kişi/Kurum:
Enerji ve Tabii Kaynaklar Bakanlığı - Yenilenebilir Enerji Genel Müdürlüğü
Adres: Eskişehir yolu 7. km No:166 Posta kodu:06520 Çankaya - ANKARA
Tel: + 90 312 295 50 00
Mail: info@yegm.gov.tr
Bu Yazı Climate Scorecard Türkiye Ülke Müdürü Özlem Duyan tarafından yazılmıştır.
İletişim: Ozlem@climatescorecard.org
Referanslar:
Türkiye Enerji Verimliliği Gelişim Raporu 2018, Enerji Verimliliği Dairesi Başkanlığı
Ölçme ve Değerlendirme Grubu
ACEEE, The 2018 International Energy Efficiency Scorecard

UNITED KINGDOM
Spotlight Recommendation: A Policy to Support Micro-grids
This policy aims to speed up the goal embraced by the United Kingdom government to
ban all petrol and diesel cars by 2040. According to climate activists, in the light of the
2018 IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report this goal is too little too
late: many suggest the ban should be implemented by 2030 to help significantly reduce
carbon emission.
While significant steps have been taken already, as in the introduction of electric busses
in UK cities, the spread of electric vehicles among the public has remained limited in
spite of their cheaper price. This is mostly due to the lack of refill stations. This same
infrastructural limitation prevents the expansion of electrical public transportations.
Micro-grids are an innovative solution to this problem. At its core, a micro-grid is an
energy storage system, similar to batteries. Micro-grids have already been implemented
in Seattle, where the municipal utility received state grants to develop solar-fueled
micro-grids. Similar solutions could be implemented in the UK: the price of renewable

technology has steadily decreased in the last decade, making wind and solar power a
competitive energy resource.
Government subsidy of municipalities will help local communities, especially outside of
major cities, to transition to a greener transportation system without a severe shock. The
risk of coming from a premature implementation of a total ban on petrol and diesel cars
without adequate preparation is that rural areas which are already isolated and
marginalized in the national economy will suffer much more than urban areas. The idea
behind this policy is that municipalities are best suited to decide where and how to build
micro-grids to provide basic infrastructures and services to the local community, but that
government help in the form of subsidy is absolutely necessary for the policy to work.
There are a number of economic and social reasons to subsidize the construction of
micro-grids, and more in general to invest in extensive innovation and expansion of UK
transportation infrastructures. First, a 2018 report states that UK railroads and roads
may face potential damage from the local effects of climate change in the next few
decades. This is partially due to the outdated material with which they were built, and to
the poor conditions of maintenance. Secondly, a far-reaching renovation and expansion
of public transport in the UK is overdue: currently, the inefficiency and prohibitively high
price of public transport limits domestic mobility as well as economic development.
Thirdly, an imbalanced domestic economy in which Greater London receives most
investment and resources is likely to aggravate social and economic inequality in the
case of a hard Brexit; more efficient and more affordable transportation can at the same
time achieve environmental sustainability and reduce the historical marginalization of
the North in the economy.
While the UK Government will be the main facilitator of the implementation of this policy,
interest in this project needs to come from the local municipalities as well. Thus, both
the participation of the UK State Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy,
as well as the interest and initiative of local officials are crucial.
Activity Rating: *** Right Direction
While the policy of government-subsidized micro-grids is materially feasible and
economically advantageous, it does require an effort in the form of coordination at both
the national and municipal level, as well as an appreciation of long-term environmental,
social, and economic improvements over short-term financial gains. Its impact and
effectiveness also risks being severely diminished if it is not implemented as part of a
wider policy of greener and more efficient transports.
Take Action:
While bringing this policy recommendation to the attention of the State Department is of
crucial importance, we recommend also directly contacting your local municipal
authority to alert them of this project. Please send the following message to the
policymaker below:

We congratulate the Government for taking immediate notice of the severity of the
finding of the IPCC 2018 report and commissioning a special report on the impact of
global warming from the Committee on Climate Change. In the light of the need to
further cut carbon emissions, we urge an acceleration in the implementation of the
government pledge to ban petrol and diesel cars from 2040 to 2030. For this purpose,
we urge the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy to consider
subsidizing the construction of municipal micro-grids to allow for the expansion of public
electric transportation and incentivize private use of electric cars by reducing
infrastructural barriers.
Contact Information:
Rt Hon Claire Perry MP
Minister of State (Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy)
House of Commons, London, SW1A 0AA
Tel: 020 7219 7050
Fax: 0207 219 1385
Email: claire.perry.mp@parliament.uk
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard UK Country Manager Valentina Pegolo:
Contact Valentina@climatescorecard.org
Learn more:
IPPC 2018 Report:
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/special-reports/sr15/sr15_spm_final.pdf
Micro-grids:
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/engineering-microgrids-for-municipalities/539709/?
fbclid=IwAR0ymzyZW9msz6zrLtBtmbye_CYx8FlpRvlJTOvj0FKuhPVimjCbw1bOr9I
UK Government letter to CCC:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-climate-targets-request-for-advice-fromthe-committee-on-climate-change
On the environmental burden of UK transports:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/apr/20/what-steps-can-the-uk-take-toreach-net-zero-emissions-by-2050
On the example of Sweden:
https://sweden.se/nature/sweden-tackles-climate-change/?
fbclid=IwAR3GZMQDCH4yaLP4ijgu7BCfJvHYfF743kpUgP9I2UHRpsiToPA_FcvYPWQ
On affordability of renewable energy technology:

http://www.renewableenergyfocus.com/view/47447/onshore-wind-power-now-asaffordable-as-any-other-source-solar-to-halve-by-2020/
For a more comprehensive overview of policies to combat climate change in the UK:
https://www.green-alliance.org.uk/resources/
How_the_UK_can_stop_contributing_to_climate_change.pdf
Other petitions to UK Government and Parliament to further reduce carbon emissions:
https://gofossilfree.org/uk/divest-parliament-averting-climate-breakdown/
https://www.theclimatecoalition.org/joint-letter

UNITED STATES
Spotlight Recommendation: Reinstate the Clean Power Plan
Under the Trump Administration, the United States is falling far behind its commitments
to the Paris Agreement at the federal level. The Environmental Protection Agency has
proposed stark rollbacks to existing policies meant to cut carbon emissions nationwide,
as well as common-sense pollution controls on emissions from power plants such as
methane and mercury. With the release of the latest IPCC report, it is clear that no
country can afford the costs of inaction on climate change. While the U.S. should truly
commit to strong carbon reduction measures like a carbon tax or cap and trade program
in order to meet its intended nationally determined contribution under the Paris
Agreement, the current administration’s position and the recent resolution by House
Republicans to reject any proposal of a carbon tax has made it clear that such
proposals are unrealistic in today’s political climate. Rather, the U.S. could begin to take
a step in the right direction by canceling the proposed ACE rule (“Affordable Clean
Energy rule” - though it should be noted that the proposal would result in neither “clean”
nor “affordable” energy) and reinstating the Clean Power Plan, which would limit carbon
emissions from power plants and restrict the construction of new, carbon intensive
power plants.
The Clean Power Plan was originally designed and implemented in 2015. Potentially, it
would lead to a 32% reduction in emissions from energy generation from 2005 levels by
the year 2030. With several years lost since the initial proposal of the plan, the benefits
would likely be slightly lower, but still significant. Although experts expect the energy
industry to transition naturally toward more carbon-neutral generation sources, this
policy would still have a significant effect on American emissions.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has the authority under the Clean Air Act and, some would argue, the mandate - to regulate carbon pollution. Therefore, the
agency should take swift action to reinstate the Clean Power Plan and begin enforcing
the limits.

Activity Rating: ** Standing Still
Although it would seem simpler to reinstate a regulation than to implement a new one,
the Clean Power Plan faces many hurdles to its passage. First, the Trump
Administration has shown itself to be adamantly opposed to any climate action. Acting
EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler would be unlikely to encourage the policy to move
forward as it is inconsistent with his outspoken support for the coal industry. Another
challenge the plan would face is opposition from some states, who have previously
argued that the rule was an overreach of the EPA’s authority under the Clean Air Act.
Take Action: Please send the following message to the policymaker below:
Dear Acting Administrator Wheeler,
Given the most recent findings by the IPCC, it is more important now than ever to do the
most in our power to reduce our contributions to climate change or face catastrophic
damages. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has both the authority and the
duty to limit carbon pollution. Please scrap the ACE rule and reinstate the Clean Power
Plan.
Contact Information:
Acting Administrator Andrew Wheeler
Email: Wheeler.andrew@Epa.gov
Phone: 202-564-4700
Mailing Address:
USEPA Headquarters
William Jefferson Clinton Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Mail Code: 1101A
Washington, DC 20460
This Post was submitted by Climate Scorecard US Country Manager Stephanie
Gagnon: Contact Stephanie@climatescorecard.org

